Rules and regulations for renting winter sport equipment

1. General Information

Students participating in mountain and snow sport classes may rent winter sport equipment (Snowboard, Skating-, Alpin-, Touring- and Freerideski partly including skin, crampons, stoppers, deep powder snow straps or safety straps) at ZHS in a limited amount and for a fee. **ZHS does not lend boots (Snowboard boots, Skating, Ski, Cross-country), helmets and poles!** You will not be able to rent equipment at the ski resort. **NOTE:** Comfortable ski boots and poles are sufficient for the first tours. For liability reasons our staff in the equipment center cannot help you to adjust yours straps, however, you can find help in a sporting goods store. Ensure that this is done in good time.

2. Rules for Renting

All equipment has to be booked and paid online at any time and no later than 14 days in advance (before course start) - equipment for Ski Touring and Freeride Skiing by stating the ski number.

- **Skating Ski:** Please personally contact (onsite) our equipment center at least 3 days before course start. An adequate allocation of equipment is only possible while providing the appropriate shoe (one shoe is sufficient). The skating ski bindings are only compatible with Salomon SNS binding type boots.

- **Snowboard:** Please personally contact (onsite) our equipment center at least 3 days before course start. An adequate allocation of equipment is only possible while providing the appropriate shoe (one shoe is sufficient). The snowboard bindings are only compatible with soft boots.

- **Touring Ski and freeride ski:** Please send the form „Personal information for equipment
Touring and freeride skis: Please complete and send the form “Personal information for renting touring and freerideski” (see Download Center) to zhs-geraetemeisterei@zv.tum.de. The following information must be provided (a ski number can only be assigned if the information is complete):
  - Course number and course date of the booked event
  - Sole length of the ski boot (measured in mm)
  - Your heights
  - Your skiing level (type 1,2 or 3)

The equipment will only be issued upon presentation of the printed booking confirmation and submission of the disclaimer signed by the user. The equipment can only be provided in the week before the course starts, at the earliest from Wednesday 4 p.m. in the equipment center of the TUM Campus in the Olympic Park (see hall plan). The equipment center staff checks the completeness of the rental equipment together with the participant.
Winter sports equipment handover – opening hours of the equipment center:

Mon – Thu  10.30 - 18.00 o'clock  
Fr  10.30 - 15.00 o'clock

Exceptions:

Classes at Christmas or in the first week of January respectively (up to and incl. 6 Jan 20)  
Pick up of equipment is possible as of Wednesday 11 Dec 19 until latest 20 Dec 19.  
Latest Returns by Wed 8 Jan 20, at 18.00 o’clock.

3. Rental fees

The following fees apply:
2 – 3 days  30,- €  
4 – 8 days  60,- €

4. Cancellation

The same cancellation terms that apply for classes also apply for equipment rentals.

5. Straps

We only provide snowboards with straps for soft boots.

6. Returns

Equipment must be completely returned latest one weekday after end of class. We charge an additional fee of 25,-€ if equipment is not returned in time. This does not legalize an overdraft.

Opening hours for returns:
Mo – Thu  10.30 – 18.00 o’clock  
Fr  10.30 – 15.00 o’clock

It does not have to be the renter who returns the equipment.

7. Equipment Damage and Loss

Please handle all equipment with care. If there is blatant damage that was not caused by usual wear and tear, the renter is responsible for the fair market value / repair costs of the equipment. In case of complete or partial loss of the equipment, you must replace it at market value. ZHS recommends purchasing personal liability insurance.